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composite films for sustainable anodes in
biophotovoltaic devices†

Sara Lund, ‡abc Laura T. Wey, ‡c Jouko Peltonen,a Johan Bobacka, ab

Rose-Marie Latonen *ab and Yagut Allahverdiyeva *c

The urgent need for renewable energy technologies has fuelled the exploration of biophotovoltaic devices

(BPVs) that harness photosynthetic microorganisms, such as cyanobacteria, for solar-to-electricity

conversion. To address the need for sustainable and scalable BPV power generation, the development of

suitable electrode materials is crucial. In this study, we investigated electrically conducting few-layer

graphene films and composites of graphene and cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) as potential BPVs anodes.

Graphene and graphene–CNC electrodes were fabricated using a green liquid-phase shear exfoliation

method in aqueous environments, employing sodium cholate (SC) surfactant solution or a CNC

suspension, respectively, followed by spray-coating onto non-conductive glass substrates. Both CNC

and SC are non-toxic, naturally derived, and renewable. Surface characterisation revealed hydrophilic

films with nanoscale roughness, ideal for interfacing cyanobacterial cells. Cyclic voltammetry

experiments demonstrated the electroactivity and stability of the electrodes in aqueous electrolyte

solutions compatible with cyanobacteria. The photoelectrochemical performance of cyanobacterial cells

on these electrodes was evaluated using a three-electrode electrochemical set-up. The graphene and

graphene–CNC electrodes harvested photocharge densities over a 5 min period of 86.0 ± 32.0 mC cm−2

and 52.8 ± 23.2 mC cm−2, respectively; and with ferricyanide 339 ± 139 mC cm−2 and 134 ± 79 mC cm−2,

respectively (photocurrent densities with ferricyanide of 2.17 ± 0.74 mA cm−2 and 1.11 ± 0.60 mA cm−2,

respectively). Due to their abundant source materials and efficient fabrication method, few-layer

graphene and graphene–CNC composites present a sustainable solution as anodes for renewable

electricity generation in BPVs. This research provides a foundation for the advancement of cost-effective

and environmentally friendly BPV technologies, thereby contributing to the reduction of fossil fuel

dependence in energy generation.
1 Introduction

Addressing the global energy crisis and mitigating climate
change requires the widespread adoption of advanced clean
energy technologies. Biophotovoltaic devices (BPVs) present
a promising component of this solution, whereby oxygenic
photosynthetic microorganisms (cyanobacteria and algae) are
deployed as living photocatalysts to generate renewable elec-
tricity from sunlight and water.1–3 The electricity comes from
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their innate ability to perform exoelectrogenesis, a phenom-
enon where they export electrons liberated from photosynthesis
to the environment under illumination.2 In a BPV, the photo-
synthetic microorganisms are interfaced with an anode elec-
trode that harvests the resulting current under illumination
(i.e., the photocurrent, or photocharge over a period of time),
and is connected to a cathode electrode in an external circuit.
Analysis of exoelectrogenesis and different electrodes for future
BPV applications are conducted in three-electrode electro-
chemical set-ups,2 in which the photosynthetic microorganisms
are interfaced with the working electrode.

Efforts to enhance photocurrent outputs in BPVs have
predominantly focused on the development of an efficient
anode.2 Indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes with a micropillar
structure have demonstrated the highest photocurrent outputs
to date.4 ITO-based electrodes have been a popular choice as
anodes in BPVs5–7 due to their nanoscale surface roughness,
electrical conductivity and optical transparency that facilitates
light penetration through the substrate to reach the
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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View Article Online
photosynthetic microorganisms. Furthermore, the availability
of ITO in nanoparticle form has enabled fabrication of ITO
electrodes with complex architectures, a key element in
achieving high photocurrent outputs, for example by aerosol jet
printing.2,4,6 However, the scarcity and high cost of indium as
a rare earth metal and the intensive processing requirements
such as high vacuum and elevated processing temperatures8

necessitate the development of sustainable and cost-effective
electrode alternatives with easy fabrication for large-scale BPV
power generation.9

Carbon nanomaterials, particularly graphene, are emerging
as a potential replacement for rare and expensive metals,
including indium, gallium, platinum, and silver, in electronic
applications.10 These carbon nanomaterials can be solution-
processed as dispersions at room temperature by exfoliating
graphite in a liquid-phase, and used, for example, in inkjet
printing,11 but are considered as a more sustainable alternative
to scarce metals due to the abundance of carbon sources.10,12

While in BPVs carbon-based anodes like carbon bre, carbon
cloth and graphite have been extensively utilised due to their
inert electrochemistry, electrical conductivity and cost-effec-
tiveness,9,13 graphene as an anode material remains relatively
unexplored. Graphene exhibits desirable properties of high
specic surface area, excellent electrical conductivity and good
mechanical strength.14 Reduced graphene oxide (RGO) has been
the form of graphene used as anode in BPVs to date (Tables S1
and S2†).15–21 RGO is obtained through reduction of graphene
oxide (GO) using chemical agents such as hydrazine15,22,23 and
sodium borohydride.23,24 The precursor, GO, is prepared by
oxidising graphite using strong oxidising agents in an acidic
environment via Hummers' method22,25 or its modications.15,16

Aer oxidation, the GO sheets are typically separated via
sonication.22–24 However, the aggressive oxidation process
brings defects to the carbon lattice which are not restored aer
reduction22,26 even if the conductivity is improved by the
reduced amount of oxygen functionalities.23,24 The strong oxi-
dising and reducing reagents pose safety and environmental
risks27 and these complicated fabrication procedures are also
energy-intensive and time consuming.

We recently reported a fast and efficient method of fabri-
cating unoxidised graphene that has yet to be employed as an
anode in BPVs. Few-layer graphene in liquid-phase was fabri-
cated by shear exfoliation of natural ake graphite in a sodium
cholate (SC) surfactant solution,28 and this method was further
extended to produce composites of graphene and cellulose
nanocrystals (CNC) by shear exfoliating graphite directly in
a CNC suspension.29 The shear exfoliation method offers
advantages of simplicity, cost effectiveness, high yield and
scalability.30 Furthermore, the fabrication of graphene disper-
sions in an SC surfactant solution or CNC suspension elimi-
nates the need for hazardous chemicals and produces defect-
free few-layer graphene. Both SC and CNC are non-toxic mate-
rials readily available from renewable sources: CNC is derived
from cellulose, the most abundant polymer on Earth, and SC is
the bile salt of cholic acid from liver. SC as an ionic surfactant
and an amphiphile stabilises the hydrophobic graphene in an
aqueous environment. CNC has hydrophilic –OH groups and
Sustainable Energy Fuels
hydrophobic –CH moieties through which it can act as
a dispersant.31,32 Due to its nearly perfect crystalline structure
resulting from the removal of the amorphous regions in cellu-
lose segments,33 CNC possesses a high mechanical strength. As
a result, it is oen used in composite materials to enhance their
mechanical properties.33,34 In a previous study, we also
conrmed that both SC- and CNC-stabilised graphene disper-
sions prepared by shear exfoliation are biocompatible with the
model cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereaer
Synechocystis) performing efficient photosynthesis.29

In this study, we explored the utilisation of few-layer gra-
phene and graphene–CNC lms, which were fabricated using
environmentally friendly water-based shear exfoliation method,
for their potential as anodes in BPVs. These lms, composed of
highly concentrated dispersions of SC- and CNC-stabilised few-
layer graphene (hereaer graphene and graphene–CNC), offer
an easy route to electrode preparation by spray-coating, and
they are produced without using any costly or hazardous
chemicals. We characterised the electrodes for their suitability
for interfacing with cyanobacterial cells, which included an
examination of the surface properties such as roughness and
hydrophilicity. Electrochemical characterisation was conducted
using cyclic voltammetry to investigate the electron transfer
properties of the electrodes in electrolyte favourable for the
cyanobacteria. We quantied the photoelectrochemical perfor-
mance of biolms of Synechocystis cells loaded onto the elec-
trodes in an analytical three-electrode set-up. To characterise
the scope of performance, we explored different electrodes
(including variations in composition involving CNC and lm
thickness) and biocatalyst loadings (such as biolm formation
duration and cell loading).

2 Results and discussion
2.1 Characterisation of the graphene and graphene–CNC
lms

2.1.1 Film morphology. Graphene and graphene–CNC
lms were fabricated as previously reported.28,29 In brief, natural
ake graphite was exfoliated in liquid-phase either in SC solu-
tion28 or CNC suspension.29 The resulting dispersions were
sprayed onto non-conductive glass substrates. The surface
properties of both the graphene and graphene–CNC lms were
investigated to assess their suitability as electrodes for cyano-
bacteria. In addition, for comparative purposes, we studied ITO-
coated glass, a commonly employed at anode in BPVs. Surface
roughness plays a crucial role in cell adhesion, and the devel-
opment of robust biolms.35 To evaluate the surface roughness,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) was utilised (Fig. 1a and b) and
the roughness parameters were calculated based on 5.0 mm ×

5.0 mm images (Fig. 1d–f and Table S3†).
The root-mean-square roughness parameter (Sq) represents

the standard deviation of surface heights from the mean level.
For context, the Sq value of a smooth silicon wafer is 1.35 nm (10
mm × 10 mm image).36 The Sq values for the graphene and gra-
phene–CNC lms were 44.1 ± 13.4 nm and 40.8 ± 3.2 nm,
respectively, (n = 3, P = 0.700) indicating that both lms
possess similar levels of nanoscale roughness (Fig. 1d). These Sq
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 1 Surface imaging and characterisation of graphene and graphene–CNC films. Top-view topographical atomic force micrograms of (a)
graphene and (b) graphene–CNC films on glass. Scale bar 1 mm indicates x–y plane; whole image is 5.0 mm × 5.0 mm; colour scale bar on right
indicates z-height. (c) Scanning electron microgram of a Synechocystis cyanobacterium cell on a graphene film. (d) Root-mean-square (RMS) –
roughness (Sq) of graphene and graphene–CNC films, as well as ITO-coated glass. (e) Density of summits (Sds) and (f) surface area ratios (Sdr) of
graphene and graphene–CNC films measured from 5.0 mm × 5.0 mm AFM images. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation (n = 3 films, 3
images/film), statistical significance by t-test P # 0.001 denoted by ***, P # 0.01 denoted by **, P > 0.05 denoted by n.s. (not significant).
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values are an order of magnitude larger than for ITO-coated
glass (3.6 ± 0.5 nm), indicating that both graphene-based
lms are rougher (n = 3, graphene: P = 0.006, graphene–CNC:
P = 0.0001). The ten-point height parameter (S10z) was used to
further evaluate the nanoscale roughness. The S10z parameter
represents the average height of the ve highest local maxima
plus the average height of the ve lowest local minima. The S10z
values for graphene, graphene–CNC, and ITO were 238 ± 76,
334 ± 21, and 45.6 ± 6.2 nm, respectively, conrming that the
graphene-based lms possess more nanoscale roughness than
ITO. Analysis of roughness parameters such as skewness (Ssk)
and kurtosis (Sku) provide information about the distribution of
height values. The Ssk values for both lms were close to zero,
indicating a symmetrical height distribution around the
average height and the absence of peak- or valley-dominated
roughness. The Sku values for both lms were close to 3, indi-
cating a Gaussian distribution of the height values.

The density of summits parameter (Sds), which describes the
density of local maxima, provides insight into the ne texture of
the lm surface. The Sds value was ca. 6-fold higher for the
graphene–CNC lm (163.5 ± 21.3 mm−2) than for the graphene
lm (29.0 ± 6.7 mm−2) (Fig. 1e) indicating that the graphene–
CNC lm exhibits a ner texture (n= 3, P= 0.0005). The surface
area ratio parameter (Sdr) describes the relative (percentual)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
increase in surface area caused by roughness compared to the
area of an ideally smooth surface (i.e., the projected area).
Roughness increased the surface areas of graphene and gra-
phene–CNC lms by 1.6 ± 1.3% and 16.6 ± 0.7%, respectively
(Fig. 1f). Although the root-mean-square roughness was similar
for both lm types, the Sdr value was ca. 10-fold higher for the
graphene–CNC lm than for the graphene lm (n = 3, P =

0.0001) (Fig. 1f). This could be attributed to graphene–CNC
lms having a ner texture than the graphene lms.

Micron-scale surface morphology has been recognised as
a favourable property for adsorption of cells of corresponding
size.2,19 In line with this, we analysed the cavities (>0.5 mm
diameter) observed in the topographical AFM images (Fig. 1a,
b and S1†). Graphene–CNC lms had more and smaller cavities
than the graphene lms. The graphene–CNC lms had cavities
with a diameter of 900 ± 300 and a depth of 100 ± 30 nm.
Considering a Synechocystis cell with a diameter of ca. 1.5 mm
and a dome cap width of 750 nm at 100 nm from the cell base
(Fig. 1c), then some cells would be secured in some cavities in
the graphene–CNC lms. The graphene lms had cavities with
a diameter 1400 ± 700 nm and a depth of 70 ± 50 nm. There-
fore, the Synechocystis cells would have less contact with the
graphene lm surface in comparison to the graphene–CNC
lms. These ndings indicate that the graphene–CNC lms are
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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better suited for the adsorption of cyanobacterial cells than the
graphene lms. This conclusion is further supported by the
larger value of the Sdr parameter observed for the graphene–
CNC composite lm.

2.1.2 Hydrophilicity. To investigate the wettability/
hydrophilicity of the lms, we carried out water contact angle
measurements. This study is particularly relevant considering
that these lms will be interfaced with cyanobacteria with
a lipophilic/negatively charged cell wall in an aqueous electro-
lyte. ITO-coated glass was investigated again for comparison.
Hydrophilicity is a desired quality for BPV anodes2 as it
promotes bacterial attachment and enhances electron transfer
efficiency.9,37 Carbon-based materials are typically hydrophobic,
requiring surface modication to facilitate bacterial
attachment.9

The Young's contact angle (QY), which deconvolutes the
effects of surface roughness, is the best parameter for
comparing hydrophilicity (Table 1). A contact angle below 90°
indicates hydrophilicity.38 The QY values of the graphene and
graphene–CNC lms were 13.9± 2.7° and 64.0± 1.7° (n= 3, P=
0.0001), respectively, showing that graphene lms are more
hydrophilic than graphene–CNC lms. The QY value of ITO was
found to be 96.7 ± 1.3°, consistent with a previous study that
reported 92 ± 2°,39 suggesting that the ITO glass is slightly
hydrophobic.

The hydrophilicity of the graphene lms can be attributed to
the SC surfactant, which has three hydroxyl groups on the
steroid ring and one ionic head of a carboxyl group. The gra-
phene dispersions are dialysed aer exfoliation, but this
process does not remove all SC.28 If this were the case, the
hydrophobic graphene sheets would restack building large
aggregates in the aqueous solution. The hydrophilicity of gra-
phene–CNC arises from CNC, which has three hydroxyl groups
on each glucopyranose unit.33 SC is also hygroscopic, which
could account for the higher hydrophilicity of graphene lms
than graphene–CNC lms, despite both containing a similar
graphene content. The graphene–CNC lms contain ca. 26% (m
m−1) CNC, while the graphene lms consist of ca. 27% (m m−1)
SC as estimated by thermogravimetric analysis.29

2.1.3 Electrochemical characterisation. To evaluate the
electrochemical performance of the graphene and graphene–
CNC lms, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was employed. The CV
experiments were conducted with lms deposited on conduc-
tive and non-conductive substrates and using different aqueous
electrolytes to ensure compatibility with freshwater
cyanobacteria.
Table 1 The equilibrium water contact angles of graphene and graphen
the films as the roughness factor (r) used for the correction is calculated
standard deviation (n = 3 films)

Film material
Apparent contact
angle, Qapp (°)

Graphene 10.0 � 0.8
Graphene–CNC 59.1 � 2.3

Sustainable Energy Fuels
First, we examined the electrochemical performance of the
graphene lms in two scenarios: when used as an electrode on
non-conductive glass and when employed as a mediator on
a at ITO electrode. CV measurements were performed in the
presence of 1.0 mM Fe(CN)6

3−/4− redox couple, which is
a commonly used articial electron mediator in BPVs,40,41 in
1.0 M KNO3 electrolyte solution (Fig. 2a). No discernible
difference in the electrochemical performance was observed
between the two congurations, indicating that the contribu-
tion of the ITO to the observed current under these conditions
was minimal. This result shows that it is not necessary to use
ITO as a substrate for the graphene-based lms in this 2D at
structure. For subsequent experiments, we used graphene and
graphene–CNC lms on non-conductive glass.

To investigate the electrochemical performance of graphene
and graphene–CNC electrodes, we conducted cyclic voltamme-
try in 1.0 M KNO3 electrolyte (aqueous, but simpler than BG11
medium used for cyanobacteria culturing). For comparison, we
also analysed ITO-coated glass electrodes. In the absence of
a redox couple, both graphene-based electrodes demonstrated
high capacitive currents due to the double layer charging
(Fig. 2b – solid lines) whereas this was not observed with the ITO
electrode. This result indicates that the graphene-based elec-
trodes have a higher active surface area than the ITO electrode.
This is in accordance with the surface roughness analysis which
indicated that the graphene-based lms had a rougher surface
than ITO (Fig. 1d). Furthermore, the graphene–CNC electrodes
display an even higher capacitive current than the graphene
electrodes. This is also in line with the surface roughness
analysis that graphene–CNC electrodes had a higher surface
area ratio (Sdr), which was attributed to the graphene–CNC
having more ne texture (Sds) than the graphene lms (Fig. 1e).
When designing BPVs, low capacitance electrodes are advan-
tageous for achieving high power densities, which is related to
fast charge transfer kinetics. High capacitance electrodes are
suitable for extending BPVs to have energy storage capabilities
as they can store a larger amount of charge,42,43 and better
stability as they can reduce voltage uctuations.44

In the presence of a negatively charged redox couple, 1.0 mM
Fe(CN)6

3−/4− in 1.0 M KNO3, well-dened reduction and
oxidation peaks were observed with all electrodes (Fig. 2b –

dashed lines). The faradaic peak currents are similar for all
electrodes (Table S4†), indicating similar electron transfer
capacities. The peak separation, however, is smaller for gra-
phene (0.090 V) and ITO (0.091 V) electrodes than graphene–
CNC (0.21 V), indicating that the redox reaction is more
reversible on the graphene than the graphene–CNC electrode
e–CNC films. Young's contact angle is corrected for the roughness of
from the effective surface area of the films. Data presented as mean ±

Roughness factor, r
Young's contact
angle, QY (°)

1.026 13.9 � 2.7
1.169 64.0 � 1.7

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 2 Electrochemical performance of graphene and graphene–CNC films. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of the graphene films on non-
conductive glass (black line) and ITO-coated glass (red line) in 0.5 mM K3[Fe(CN)]6 and 0.5 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6 with 1.0 M KNO3 as the background
electrolyte. (b) Cyclic voltammograms of graphene on non-conductive glass (black line), graphene–CNC on non-conductive glass (green line),
and ITO-coated glass (red line) in 1.0 M KNO3 electrolyte. Dashed lines indicate addition of redox couple 0.5 mM K3[Fe(CN)]6 and 0.5 mM
K4[Fe(CN)]6. (c) Cyclic voltammograms of a graphene electrode before and after 4 h of continuous cycling in 1.0 mM [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 with 1.0 M
KNO3 electrolyte. (d) Cyclic voltammograms of graphene (black line) and graphene–CNC (green line) films on non-conductive glass in BG11
electrolyte. Dashed lines indicate addition of redox pair 0.5 mM K3[Fe(CN)]6 and 0.5 mM K4[Fe(CN)]6. Scan rate for all was 50mV s−1. In panels (a),
(b) and (d), the last cycle of five cycles is shown; panel (c) the last cycle after 4 h of continuous cycling is shown. The scanning direction which
applies for all CVs is indicated with an arrow in panel (a). The starting potential was 0.0 V.
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(Table S4†). The fact that the graphene and ITO electrodes have
similar peak separations means that the electrochemical
response on the graphene electrode is not limited by the lower
conductivity of graphene (ca. 8900 S m−1) compared to ITO (ca.
400 000–500 000 S m−1, calculated with the conductive coating
thickness of 150–200 nm). The electrical conductivities of gra-
phene and graphene–CNC (ca. 1500 S m−1) are in the same
range and yet the electrochemical reaction on graphene–CNC is
less reversible.

To investigate if the difference in the peak separation between
graphene and graphene–CNC is caused by the possible differences
in the surface charges of these electrodes, we performed CV in the
presence of positively charged redox species 1.0 mM Ru(NH3)6

3+.
Again, well-dened reduction and oxidation peaks were observed
with both electrodes (Fig. S2†), and the peak separation was
smaller with graphene (0.10 V) than graphene–CNC (0.25 V) (Table
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
S4†), indicating that the surface charge was not causing the
difference in peak separation. It could be speculated that even
though the bulk conductivities of the graphene-based electrodes
are in the same range, the graphene–CNC electrode might have
a higher resistance on the outermost surface depending on the
orientation and location of the electrically insulating CNC nano-
rods. However, when analysing the relationship between the peak
currents and the square root of the scan rate (from 5 to 100 mV
s−1), both electrodes show a linear dependence (Fig. S3†), indi-
cating a diffusion controlled redox reaction with fast electron
transfer kinetics. The correlation is slightly higher for the gra-
phene electrode which is also consistent with the smaller peak
separation of the graphene electrode. Nevertheless, the linear
dependence implies that the electron transfer with the redox
couple in solution occurs predominantly at the electrode/
electrolyte interface for both electrode types. In BPV design,
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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electrodes with efficient electron transfer capacity with high elec-
tron transfer reversibility are desirable for achieving high power
densities from loaded photosynthetic microorganisms. In this
sense, both electrodes show potential, although the electro-
chemical response on the graphene electrodes is more reversible.

To investigate the electrochemical stability of the lms in
aqueous electrolyte, the electrochemical performance of the lms
was measured continuously for 4 h of exposure to the 1.0 M KNO3

electrolyte with 1.0 mM Ru(NH3)6
3+. For graphene lms, we

observed no degradation of electroactivity as the cyclic voltam-
mogram remained unchanged over the entire measurement
(Fig. 2c). This indicates that despite the high hydrophilicity of the
graphene lms, as determined by contact angle measurements
(Table 1), they do not disintegrate when exposed to an aqueous
electrolyte solution. The electrochemical stability of the graphene–
CNC electrode was previously examined under comparable
conditions.29 Although both lms featured electrochemical
stability under 4 h of cycling, it was noticed that the graphenelms
peeled off from the area under the O-ring aer the electrochemical
measurements, whereas such issues were not observed with the
graphene–CNC lms (Fig. S4†). This observation aligns with the
greater mechanical stability and durability of graphene–CNC
electrodes, attributed to the crystalline structure of CNC. When
designing BPVs, it becomes crucial to consider the long-term
stability of the electrodes for achieving extended usage. Longest-
performing BPVs have recently operated for over 6 months,
whereas earlier benchmarks only reached tens of days.45–47 The
inclusion of CNC into the graphene lms stand out as a suitable
approach to increase their durability.

Finally, we investigated the electrochemical performance of
the electrodes using the growth medium of the cyanobacterium
– BG11 medium (pH 8.2) – as the electrolyte.48 BG11 medium is
typically used as the electrolyte in BPV experiments with cya-
nobacteria.2 However, certain components of BG11 have been
identied as potential sources of interferences in background
current during electrochemical experiments.45 In the presence
of 1.0 mM Fe(CN)6

3−/4−, both lms showed a clear redox
response (Fig. 2d), indicating that both lms have electron
transfer capacity in BG11. However, the peak separation is
higher with both electrodes in BG11 than in 1.0 M KNO3 (Table
S4†). This distinction can be attributed to the lower conductivity
of BG11 (r= 3.3 mS cm−1) than 1.0 M KNO3 (r= 83.4 mS cm−1),
which impacts the electron transfer process and results in
a more pronounced iR-drop. However, the high salt concentra-
tion of 1.0 M KNO3 or BG11 medium with additional salts45

would not be suitable for freshwater cyanobacteria species
including Synechocystis, as it would decrease the cell viability
and photosynthetic performance (source of electrons in exoe-
lectrogenesis).49 Therefore, we used BG11 as the electrolyte
solution in subsequent photoelectrochemical experiments.
2.2 Photoelectrochemical performance of cyanobacterial
cells on graphene and graphene–CNC lms

2.2.1 Establishing photocurrent from photosynthesis. To
assess the ability of graphene and graphene–CNC electrodes to
harvest current from cyanobacteria, we loaded cyanobacterial
Sustainable Energy Fuels
cells on the different electrodes using a drop-cast technique and
performed chronoamperometry experiments under light/dark
cycles. We normalised the current to the geometric area of the
cell-loaded electrode exposed to illumination, yielding current
densities. Upon illumination, the cyanobacterial cells yielded
an increase in current density over time (Fig. 3a and b), indi-
cating that the cells were performing exoelectrogenesis that was
harvested by the graphene and graphene–CNC electrodes. The
photocurrent prole (the kinetics of the current as it emerged
from the cells during transitions between dark and light
conditions) showed a peak a few seconds aer illumination (ca.
9 s for graphene, ca. 27 s for graphene–CNC) before decaying to
a steady-state current output under illumination that would
reach its steady-state ca. 4 min aer illumination began (Fig. 3a
and b). For comparison, the same strain of Synechocystis cells
reached their peak current output at 5 s aer illumination and
reached their steady-state current output 60 s aer illumination
on 3D ITO electrodes.50 These data suggest that the kinetics of
the photocurrent prole are affected by electrode material and
architecture. To quantify the light-induced output, we
measured the photocurrent (current in light minus the current
in dark) and the photocharge (area under the current–time trace
in light minus the area in dark, each for 5 min) (Fig. 3c).

Stepped chronoamperometry under light/dark cycles was
performed using the graphene electrode, yielding positive/
anodic photocharges at applied potentials equal to and more
positive than +0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode
(equivalent to +0.3 V vs. Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE))
(Fig. S5†). At higher potentials, the photocharge was not
signicantly higher (Fig. S5†). Similarly, an applied potential of
+0.1 vs. Ag/AgCl the maximum photocurrent was reached for
Synechocystis cells in a previous study using ITO electrodes.5

Therefore, subsequent chronoamperometry experiments
(without addition of an articial electron mediator) were con-
ducted at an applied potential of +0.1 vs. Ag/AgCl.

To investigate whether the electrode material itself contrib-
uted to the light-induced current output, we performed cell-free
control experiments on both electrode types. In the absence of
cyanobacterial cells, both electrode types yielded low photo-
charges of 0.53 mC cm−2 (n = 2) and 0.45 ± 0.17 mC cm−2 (n = 3)
for graphene and graphene–CNC electrodes, respectively. When
the graphene–CNC electrodes were interfaced with cyano-
bacterial cells, they yielded a 7-fold higher photocharge density
of 3.30 ± 0.47 mC cm−2 (n = 3, P = 0.0046) (Fig. 3d). Therefore,
the photocharge output was predominantly from the
cyanobacteria.

To attribute the current increase under illumination to the
photosynthesis performed by cyanobacteria, we tested the effect
of adding the herbicide 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea
(DCMU). DCMU inhibits photosynthesis by binding to the QB

pocket of photosystem II (PSII), thus blocking the ow of elec-
trons from water photo-oxidation into the photosynthetic elec-
tron transport chain.51We found that the introduction of DCMU
reduces the photocharge by 75% (n = 3, P = 0.038) on the
graphene–CNC electrode as the photocharge density was 0.82 ±

0.30 mC cm−2 aer DCMU treatment (Fig. 3d). This decrease is
consistent with previous studies,40,41,52 conrming that water-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 3 Photoelectrochemical performance of Synechocystis cyanobacterial cells on graphene and graphene–CNC electrodes. Representative
photocurrent profiles of cyanobacteria on (a) graphene and (b) graphene–CNC (G–CNC, thickness 1590± 460 nm) electrodes. (c) Photocurrent
profile with the current density in the dark subtracted showing calculated charges (shaded areas under the trace). ‘Photocharge’ is the difference
between the charges in the light (yellow) and dark (dark grey) periods, each 5 min. All photocharges in this study are calculated this way. (d)
Photocharge density from cyanobacteria on graphene–CNC electrodes before and after treatment with 1 mM DCMU, and a cell-free control
experiment. Cell loading was 60 nmolChl for panels (a), (b) and 45 nmolChl for panel (c). Biofilms were formed for 17 h. Electrolyte was BG11 (pH
8.2). Applied potential was 0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Light/dark cycles were 5 min/5 min with light intensity 100 mmolphotons m

−2 s−1 and wavelength
660 nm. Data in panel (d) presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (n = 3), statistical significance by t-test P # 0.01 denoted by **, P #

0.05 denoted by *.
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splitting photosynthesis is indeed the primary source of the
photocharge. It is important to note that the remaining cell-
based photocharge may originate from respiratory and other
metabolic processes.40

2.2.2 Comparison of electrode materials interfaced with
cyanobacterial cells. Aer establishing that graphene and gra-
phene–CNC lms are both able to harvest current from cyano-
bacterial cells under illumination, we explored these electrode
materials further. We tested graphene–CNC electrodes of
different lm thicknesses, referred to as ‘thin’ (880 ± 140 nm in
height) and ‘thick’ (1590 ± 460 nm in height) as determined by
AFM (Table S5†). This experiment was prompted by CV experi-
ments conducted without cells, which suggested that the elec-
trochemical performance of this material was affected by the
lm thickness (Fig. S6†). The electrochemical performance of
the graphene electrodes remained unaffected by variations in
lm thickness (Fig. S6†), so further investigation into lm
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
thickness was not undertaken for this material (all graphene
lms 760 ± 100 nm thick (Table S5†)). We also tested ITO-
coated glass. The graphene electrodes demonstrated the high-
est photocharge harvested from cyanobacteria at 86.0 ± 32.0 mC
cm−2 (n = 4) (Fig. 4a). The ITO electrodes displayed the lowest
photocharge at 3.88 ± 1.25 mC cm−2 (n = 4), making a 22-fold
reduction compared to graphene (P = 0.043). The graphene–
CNC electrodes demonstrated intermediate photocharge at 9.53
± 5.60 mC cm−2 for thick and 52.8 ± 23.2 mC cm−2 for thin
electrodes (n = 4). However, the statistical analysis indicated
these values were not signicantly different to ITO. Therefore,
for these at architectures and cell loading technique graphene-
based electrodes outperform ITO electrodes. This is despite the
ITO electrodes having a higher conductivity (ca. 400 000–500
000 S m−1) than the graphene (8900 ± 1300 S m−1) and gra-
phene–CNC (1500 ± 400 S m−1) electrodes. We speculate that
the higher photocharges from the graphene and graphene–CNC
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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Fig. 4 Photocharge densities from cyanobacteria on different electrode materials. Photocharge densities in graphene, thick and thin graphene–
CNC (G–CNC) electrodes, and ITO-coated glass (a) in the absence of an artificial electronmediator at 0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl, and (b) in the presence of
1.0 mM potassium ferricyanide ([Fe(CN)6]

3−) at 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Cell loading was 60 nmolChl and biofilms were formed for 17 h. Electrolyte was
BG11 (pH 8.2). Light/dark cycles were 5 min/5 min with light intensity 100 mmolphotons m

−2 s−1 and wavelength 660 nm. Photocharge was
calculated as area under the current–time trace in light minus the area in dark, each for 5 min. Data presented as mean ± standard error of the
mean (n = 4, thin graphene electrodes with ferricyanide n = 3), statistical significance by t-test P # 0.05 denoted by *.
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electrodes is due to their more favourable surface properties for
interfacing with cyanobacterial cells than ITO: more hydrophi-
licity for biolm wetting and nanoscale roughness facilitating
cell adhesion (Fig. 1d and Table 1).

Most graphene electrodes (three of n = 4) harvested at least
4-fold higher photocharge from the cyanobacteria than the
thick graphene–CNC electrodes (n = 4) and some thin gra-
phene–CNC electrodes (two of n = 4). This was consistent with
the more efficient electron transfer of the graphene electrodes
than the graphene–CNC electrodes, as indicated by the CV
experiments where the graphene electrodes had a smaller peak
separation (Fig. 2 and Table S4†). However, the difference in the
average photoelectrochemical performance of graphene and
graphene–CNC electrodes with cyanobacterial cells was not
statistically signicant (graphene versus thick graphene–CNC: P
= 0.057, graphene versus thin graphene–CNC: P = 0.43) due to
the large variability between replicates.

In the CV experiments, it was noticed that some thicker
graphene–CNC lms showed a higher capacitive current than
the thinner ones (Fig. S6†). It was speculated that this could
translate as the thick lms having a higher active surface area
than the thinner ones which would provide more contact area
for the adsorption of cyanobacterial cells. In the cell experi-
ments, some thin graphene–CNC lms (two of n = 4) harvested
at least 4-fold higher photocharge from the cyanobacterial cells
than the thick graphene–CNC electrodes (n = 4). Again, the
difference in average photoelectrochemical performance of
thick and thin graphene–CNC electrodes with cyanobacterial
cells was not statistically signicant (P= 0.120) also due to large
variability between replicates. Therefore, the higher capacitive
current of the thicker graphene–CNC lms (Fig. S6†) did not
lead to an increase in the photocharge harvested from the
cyanobacterial cells. This is consistent with the cyanobacteria
cells exporting an endogenous electron mediator that is oxi-
dised at the surface of the electrode.
Sustainable Energy Fuels
The reason for the large variability between the replicates,
that makes comparisons between electrodes challenging, is
unknown. We do not suspect differences in biological traits
between cyanobacterial cultures, as our previous study showed
clustered photosynthetic performance of these cells when
interfaced with these electrodes.29 Similarly, we do not suspect
differences in the fabrication of distinct lms because, in the
CV experiments (Table S4†), the faradaic responses were
consistent across all lm variations for both types, indicating
a consistent electron transfer capacity, a crucial trait in elec-
trode materials. Therefore, we hypothesise that the variability
might stem from uncontrolled differences in environmental
conditions, such as humidity, during cells incubating on elec-
trodes (Fig. S7†). Indeed, the most signicant differences were
observed when we explored different cell loadings on our at
electrodes (see Section 2.2.3).

To evaluate the maximum photocharge harvesting capabil-
ities of the electrodes, we added the articial electron mediator
potassium ferricyanide, which efficiently harvests electrons
from the periplasmic space in the outermost compartment of
the cyanobacterial cell.40 Chronoamperometry was performed at
an applied potential of +0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl (+0.7 V vs. SHE
equivalent) to maximise mediation by ferricyanide (Em =

0.420 V vs. SHE).54 With graphene electrodes and ferricyanide,
we recorded the highest photocharge in this study of 339 ± 139
mC cm−2 (Fig. 4b), which is a 4-fold boost of the non-mediated
output (Fig. 4a). This corresponds to a photocurrent of 2.17 ±

0.74 mA cm−2 (Table S1†), with one electrode yielding the
highest recorded photocurrent in this study of 3.53 mA cm−2.
Graphene–CNC electrodes and ferricyanide harvested interme-
diate photocharges of 134 ± 79 mC cm−2 and 97.2 ± 33.5 mC
cm−2 for thick and thin electrodes, respectively (Fig. 4b), which
are ca. 14- and 2-fold boosts of the non-mediated output
(Fig. 4a). These values correspond to photocurrent outputs of
1.11 ± 0.60 and 0.60 ± 0.12 mA cm−2 for thick and thin
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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graphene–CNC electrodes, respectively (Table S1†). With ferri-
cyanide, the ITO electrodes harvested the smallest photocharge
of 31.4 ± 22.2 mC cm−2.

Comparing the performance of electrodes from different
BPV studies is challenging due to different experimental
parameters, including electrochemical set-ups and bio-
catalysts.2,53 Nevertheless, we compared the photo-outputs
generated by our graphene electrodes loaded with Synechocys-
tis cells with other studies involving graphene-based electrodes
(such as graphene oxide electrodes or graphene oxide coated
over ITO) combined with a variety of photosynthetic materials
(Tables S1 and S2†). In the other studies that also used analyt-
ical three-electrode set-ups for electrode characterisation (Table
S1†), isolated PSII15,16 and isolated photosynthetic thylakoid
membranes18,55,56 were employed. These photosynthetic
components are capable of direct electron transfer to elec-
trodes, resulting in higher photocurrents than whole cells that
perform indirect electron transfer.5,50,57 Nevertheless, the
photocurrents we report are in the same order of magnitude as
isolated PSII without an articial mediator on at RGO elec-
trodes.15 Furthermore, the photocurrents we report are only an
order of magnitude lower than isolated PSII without an articial
mediator on 3D inverse-opal structured GO electrodes.16

Graphene-based electrode studies that used whole photosyn-
thetic microorganisms (green alga Chlorella vulgaris17,19,20 or
a different cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus21) used two-
electrode BPV set-ups (Table S2†).

The benchmark electrodes that yield the highest photocur-
rent have been fabricated from ITO and with a 3D, 4th genera-
tionmicropillar architecture (up to 245 mA cm−2 for exogenously
mediated electron transfer with DCBQ, and up to 1.93 mA cm−2

naturally from Synechocystis with no exogenous mediators
added),4 and prior to that a 3D, 3rd generation inverse-opal
architecture (14.7 mA m−2 for exogenously mediated electron
transfer with DCBQ5 and ca. 0.95 mA m−2 naturally from Syn-
echocystis with no exogenous mediators added).6 Our highest
photocurrent from 2D at architecture graphene electrodes
with ferricyanide of 3.5 mA cm−2, are of the same order of
magnitude as achieved by the inverse-opal-ITO electrodes
without a mediator.

2.2.3 Optimisation of cell loading. We explored optimisa-
tion of the loading process of cyanobacterial cells onto both
graphene and thick graphene–CNC electrodes. We considered
the effects of two factors, namely biolm formation duration
and number of cyanobacterial cells loaded on the electrodes.
These factors were examined in relation to their impact on the
photocharges harvested from the cyanobacterial cells.

To investigate the effect of biolm formation duration, we
loaded cyanobacterial cells (60 nmolChl) onto the electrodes and
incubated them for either 2 h or 17 h before adding electrolyte
and performing photoelectrochemical experiments. Longer
biolm formation times led to higher photocharges with both
electrode types (Fig. 5a). The graphene electrodes harvested ca.
75-fold higher photocharge when the biolm formation was
extended from 2 h (1.17 ± 0.66 mC cm−2) to 17 h (86.0 ± 32.0 mC
cm−2) (n = 4, P = 0.038). The graphene–CNC electrodes har-
vested higher photocharge from 17 h biolm formation (9.53 ±
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
5.60 mC cm−2) compared to 2 h biolm formation (0.519± 0.171
mC cm−2), although the difference was not signicant (n= 4, P=
0.16).

To understand the performance difference between biolms
formed for different durations, we considered the quantity of
cyanobacterial cells interfacing tightly with the electrode. We
estimated this by measuring the non-adherent cells oating in
the electrolyte using UV-vis spectroscopy of chlorophyll a (Chl)
photosynthetic pigment. Despite loading the same number of
cells on the electrodes (60 nmolChl), ca. 10-fold fewer cells
detached from the electrodes when the biolm was allowed to
form for 17 h compared to 2 h for both electrode types (Fig. S8†).
For the graphene electrodes, the detached Chl amounts were
2.48 ± 1.34 nmolChl (n = 3) and 19.1 ± 1.0 nmol (n = 4, P =

0.0002) aer 17 h and 2 h loadings, respectively. For the gra-
phene–CNC electrodes, 2.63± 0.55 nmol (n= 6) and 20.0± 0.55
nmol (n = 2, P = 0.0001) detached aer 17 and 2 h loadings,
respectively. The detached Chl amounts were independent of
the electrode type (P = 0.58 and 0.90 for the 2 h and 17 h lms,
respectively).

Nevertheless, when we normalised the photocharges to the
amount of Chl adherent on the electrodes, the 17 h biolms still
yielded signicantly higher photocharges than the 2 h biolms
on the graphene electrodes (2 h: 0.0366 ± 0.0136 mC cm−2

nmolChl
−1, 17 h: 1.49 ± 0.56 mC cm−2 nmolChl

−1, n = 4, P =

0.040) (Fig. 5b). Therefore, the number of cyanobacterial cells
interfacing tightly with the electrode was not the only reason
that the 17 h biolms perform better than the 2 h biolms. For
the graphene–CNC electrode, the Chl-normalised photocharge
densities were still similar for 2 h biolms 0.0130 ± 0.00429 mC
cm−2 nmolChl

−1 and 17 h biolms 0.167 ± 0.0986 mC cm−2

nmolChl
−1 (P = 0.16, n = 4).

To investigate the feasibility of harvesting electrons from
cyanobacterial cells in the electrolyte, we added the articial
electron mediator potassium ferricyanide.40 Ferricyanide boos-
ted the photocharges of all samples (Fig. 5c). With 2 h biolm
loading, ferricyanide increased the photocharge ca. 10-fold for
graphene electrodes to 10.3 ± 4.8 mC cm−2 and 50-fold for
graphene–CNC electrodes to 25.2± 12.2 mC cm−2. Nevertheless,
the average photocharges for 17 h loaded biolms were still ca.
30-fold and 5-fold higher than 2 h loaded biolms on graphene
and graphene–CNC electrodes, respectively. The average pho-
tocharges with ferricyanide aer 2 and 17 h loading times were
10.3 ± 4.8 mC cm−2 and 339 ± 139 mC cm−2 for the graphene
electrode and 25.2 ± 12.2 mC cm−2 and 134 ± 78.8 mC cm−2 for
the graphene–CNC electrode.

To investigate the impact of cyanobacterial cell quantity on
electrode performance, we loaded different amounts of Chl (a
measure of cell quantity) onto the electrodes and incubated
them for 17 h before adding electrolyte and performing pho-
toelectrochemical experiments (Fig. 5d). Loading up to 30
nmolChl yielded negligible photocharge, whereas loading 45
and 60 nmolChl yielded photocharges of 3.30 ± 0.47 (n = 3) and
9.53 ± 5.60 mC cm−2 on thick graphene–CNC, respectively.
These photocharges were not signicantly different (n = 4, P =

0.39), indicating that the cell loading on the graphene-based
electrodes was already optimized for harvesting photocharge.
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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Fig. 5 Photocharges harvested by graphene (grey) and thick graphene–CNC (green) electrodes from Synechocystis cyanobacteria variably
loaded. (a) Photocharge densities from biofilms formed for 2 or 17 h before addition of electrolyte. No addition of an artificial electron mediator
and applied potential 0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. (b) Photocharge densities in panel (a) normalised to Chl amount in cells that remained tightly adhered
onto the electrode after photoelectrochemical experiments. (c) Photocharge densities with addition of 1.0 mM potassium ferricyanide
([Fe(CN)6]

3−) at 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl. (d) Photocharge densities from different numbers of cyanobacterial cells (measured by total Chl content)
loaded on thick graphene–CNC electrodes. For panels (a)–(c) cell loading was 60 nmolChl; for panel (d) biofilms were formed for 17 h. Electrolyte
was BG11 (pH 8.2). Light/dark cycles were 5 min/5 min with light intensity 100 mmolphotons m

−2 s−1 and wavelength 660 nm. Photocharge was
calculated as area under the current–time trace in light minus the area in dark, each for 5 min. Data presented as mean ± standard error of the
mean (panels (a)–(c) n = 4, except n = 3 for graphene 2 h; panel (d) n = 1 for 30 nmolChl, n = 3 for 45 nmolChl, n = 4 for 60nmolChl), statistical
significance by t-test P# 0.05 denoted by *, P > 0.05 denoted by n.s. (not significant). (e) Scanning electronmicrograms of biofilms from different
numbers of cyanobacterial cells (measured by total Chl) loaded on graphene electrodes.
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To examine the arrangement of differently loaded cells on
the graphene lms, the cell-loaded electrodes were visualised by
scanning electrochemical microscopy (SEM). The 45 nmolChl
resulted in an even biolm across the surface of the graphene
lm, with cells tightly packed together, whereas the 30 and 60
nmolChl loadings led to sparser coverage of the graphene lms
with cells (Fig. 5e). The 30 nmolChl loading also showed the
extracellular matrix of exopolysaccharides and some type IV pili
(Fig. 5e), that do not contribute to exoelectrogenesis.50 These
images suggest that in the case of 60 nmolChl loading, the cells
adhered more strongly to each other than to the electrode. As
a result, the biolm lied away from the electrode during the
sample preparation for SEM (or electrochemistry). Most of the
photoelectrochemistry experiments in this study (Section 2.2.2)
Sustainable Energy Fuels
were performed with the 60 nmolChl loading, which, along with
noted variability in environmental conditions, may have
contributed to the increased variability between replicates.

The results obtained indicate that strong biolm formation
plays a crucial role in establishing efficient electronic connec-
tivity between cyanobacterial cells and the graphene-based
electrodes, surpassing the inuence of any other parameter
tested in this study. Previous advancements in electrode archi-
tecture have yielded signicant improvements in photo-outputs
from photosynthetic microorganisms.2,4 Therefore, we propose
that the bottleneck of converting more cell loading on our
electrodes into harvesed photocharges lies in the 2D architec-
ture of the few-layer graphene lm electrodes, which are at
with only nano-roughness. In future investigations, our focus
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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will be on improving the architecture of our graphene-based
electrodes to increase the electronic connectivity between the
cyanobacteria and the electrode.

One approach to augment the electroactive surface area of
graphene electrodes could be to spray coat the graphene
dispersions onto rough substrates, such as electrochemically
roughened metal/etching glass. The development of 3D gra-
phene electrodes is feasible with our graphene material, as
demonstrated by the creation of inverse opal (IO) graphene
oxide electrodes.16 However, it is crucial to address the chal-
lenge of light management, which emerges as the next limiting
factor following the achievement of a 3D architecture.4 Light
management presents a hurdle for carbon-based electrodes due
to their opacity, potentially resulting in limited light penetra-
tion to the photosynthetic biolm. However, single-layer gra-
phene lms have been considered to hold a great promise as
a suitable material for various photonic devices requiring
transparency,8,58,59 for example a monosheet of graphene has
97.7% transmission.60 Furthermore, liquid-phase exfoliated
few-layer graphene lms can maintain >85% transmission
while also featuring a relatively high electrical conductivity aer
annealing the lms.11,59,61 Composites of graphene-based
materials and CNC can also be made transparent as nano-
cellulose itself is transparent.34 This indicates the feasibility of
graphene and graphene–CNC lms as transparent, conductive,
3D electrodes for BPVs.

3 Conclusion

In this work, we showcased the potential of few-layer graphene
and graphene–CNC lms, fabricated by shear exfoliation of
natural ake graphite, as efficient electrodes for harvesting
current from cyanobacteria. The fabrication process employed
was not only environmentally friendly, but also fast and simple,
avoiding the use of toxic or hazardous chemicals. Surface
characterization of the lms revealed favourable qualities such
as hydrophilicity and surface roughness. Notably, the graphene
electrodes exhibited higher conductivities, and the graphene–
CNC composite lms exhibited higher nano-roughness and
mechanical durability. Electrochemical assessments showed
substantial electron transfer capabilities for both lm types.
Biophotoelectrochemical investigations validated the capacity
of both electrode types to harvest current from cyanobacterial
cells under illumination. The graphene electrodes yielded the
highest photocharges, especially when biolms were formed
over a long period of time and with an articial electron
mediator. The shear exfoliated few-layer graphene and gra-
phene–CNC lms hold immense potential as electrode mate-
rials in BPVs, offering sustainability and the potential for
architectural advancements.

4 Materials and methods
4.1 Materials

Natural ake graphite (d < 125 mm) from Haapamäki, Finland
was used in this work. The graphite ore was enriched in an in-
house process to a concentrate containing 99.3 ± 0.5% (m m−1)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
carbon.28 The CNC suspension used for the graphene–CNC
composite fabrication was prepared from cellulose microcrys-
tals (CMC) by sulfuric acid (64% (v/v)) hydrolysis as previously
reported.29 Sodium cholate (SC) powder used for the prepara-
tion of the surfactant solutions was received from Acros
Organics and it was dried overnight in oven at 100 °C prior to
use. Hexaammineruthenium(III) chloride ([Ru(NH3)6]Cl3), 3-
(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) and 2,6-
dichloro-1,4-benzoquinone (DCBQ) were used as purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich, likewise potassium hexacyanoferrate(II)
(K4[Fe(CN)6]), potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) (K3[Fe(CN)6]), and
potassium nitrate from Fluka. Blue-green algae number 11
(BG11)48 cell growth medium buffered at pH 8.2 was used for
cell culture, cell resuspension and as electrolyte in all bio-
photoelectrochemical experiments. Deionised MilliQ water
(resistivity 18 MU cm) was used throughout this work.
4.2 Preparation of graphene dispersions

Few-layer graphene and graphene–CNC dispersions were
prepared by high-shear exfoliation using a POLYTRON®
immersion disperser (Kinematica AG, Switzerland) with a rotor-
stator combination. A PT 10-35 GT drive unit was coupled with
a PT-DA 20 dispersing aggregate with a rotor diameter of
15.0 mm and a rotor-stator gap of 0.30 mm. In a typical exper-
iment, 30.0 ml of either 5 mM sodium cholate solution or
2.0 mg ml−1 CNC suspension were rst combined with 3.00 g of
graphite. The starting graphite-to-CNC concentration ratio was
50 : 1. For both dispersion types, the initial graphite concen-
tration (C(i)) was 100 mg ml−1 (±0.05 mg ml−1), mixing time (t)
3 h and rotor speed (N) 22 000 rpm. A temperature regulation
system with a Heto DT1 water bath circulator and Hetofrig
(Heto, Birkerod, Denmark) water bath cooler was applied to
maintain a constant temperature of 10.0 °C (±0.4 °C) and 18.0 °
C (±0.4 °C) for the SC- and CNC-stabilised dispersions,
respectively. Aer exfoliation, the resultant dispersions were le
standing overnight and on the next day, the dispersions were
centrifuged for 1 h to separate and remove any unexfoliated
graphite. A Hermle Z 36HK tabletop centrifuge with a rotor no.
221.22 and speed of 1700 rpm corresponding to a relative
centrifugal force (RCF) of 270g was used for this purpose.

UV-vis spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu UV-2501PC
spectrophotometer to determine the concentration of the
resultant dispersions (absorbance spectra in Fig. S10†). The
concentration (C) was calculated according to Beer–Lambert's
law, A (absorbance) = 3bC (b = path length) using the absor-
bance value at 660 nm. The value of the extinction coefficient, 3,
was previously determined to be 6600 ml mg−1 m−1.28

To decrease the amount of sodium cholate in the disper-
sions, the SC-stabilised dispersions were dialyzed for 2.5 h
under magnetic stirring using Spectra/Por® 3 dialysis
membranes with a molecular weight cut-off of 3500 Da. The
volume ratio of the sample and the dialysate (water) was 1 : 250.
To estimate the graphene and SC ratio in the samples, ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed with SDT Q600
apparatus from TA Instruments (New Castle, DE, USA). The
analysis was conducted using nitrogen gas with a ow rate of 60
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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ml min−1 in an oxygen-free environment up to 900 °C with
a heating rate of 10 Kmin−1. The dispersions were oven-dried at
60 °C overnight prior to the analysis. A pure SC sample was also
analysed as a reference.

4.3 Film preparation

A standard airbrush pen was used to manually spray-coat the
dispersions on glass substrates. Spray coating was performed
on a heating plate which maintained a temperature of 250 °C
and 100 °C for graphene and graphene–CNC lms, respectively
to speed up the evaporation of water from the dispersions. For
comparison, some lms were also prepared on ITO glass (Part
No. CB-40IN-0107, Delta Technologies, Ltd, Stillwater, MN, USA)
with RS = 4–10 U and s = 400 000–500 000 S m−1 for the CV
experiments. The prepared lms were ca. 1–2 mm thick as
measured with atomic force microscopy (AFM). The lm
thickness was calculated based on three 100 mm × 100 mm AFM
images (256 × 256 pixels). ITO glass was cleaned by sonicating
for 10 min in chloroform and for 10 min in acetone prior to
measurements.

4.4 Film characterisation

4.4.1 Topographical imaging and roughness measure-
ments. Topographical imaging of the surfaces (graphene, gra-
phene–CNC, ITO) was conducted with an NTEGRA PRIMA (NT-
MDT, Moscow, Russia) AFM instrument. The images were
captured in tapping mode under ambient conditions (T = 25 ±

2 °C, RH%= 27± 7) using silicon cantilevers with a nominal tip
radius of curvature of 8 nm (Model: HQ:NSC14/AI BS) and with
a scanning rate of 0.9–1.7 Hz (5.0 mm × 5.0 mm images) or 0.1–
0.5 Hz (100 mm × 100 mm images). Three lms per sample type
were imaged. The image analysis including the determination
of surface roughness parameters and the cavity dimensions was
carried out by using the SPIP™ image analysis soware (Image
Metrology, Lyngby, Denmark) from three 5.0 mm × 5.0 mm AFM
images (512 × 512 pixels) per lm. Prior to the image analysis,
the images were plane corrected using a 1st degree polynomial
tting method. The analysis of micron-scale cavities is still of
preliminary nature. The method requires further development
which includes analysing a larger amount of image data, to
make the approach more systematic and enable the validation
of the method.

4.4.2 Contact angle measurements. The contact angle of
graphene and graphene–CNC lms as well as ITO-coated glass
was measured using the goniometer CAM 200 (KSV Instruments
Ltd, Helsinki, Finland) with a computer based controlling
system and a capturing video camera. Water droplets of 6 ml
were placed on the surface of the sample, and the prole of the
droplets was captured by the instrument. The static sessile drop
method was employed in the measurements and the equilib-
rium contact angle was determined aer 10 s of contact with the
sample surface for at least three spots on each sample. The
samples were kept in a desiccator to avoid sorption of moisture
from the atmosphere prior to the measurements. The apparent
contact angle, Qapp is the measured contact angle of the mate-
rials and it is affected by the roughness and chemical
Sustainable Energy Fuels
heterogeneity of the surfaces.62 The Young's contact angle, QY,
was corrected for the roughness by using the roughness factor,
r, in the Wenzel equation.63 The roughness factors were calcu-
lated from the effective surface area roughness parameter
values (Sdr).64

4.4.3 Electrical conductivity. The electrical conductivity of
the lms was determined using the four-probe technique in
a linear conguration with a tip spacing of 1.82 mm. A bias
current of 1.0 mA was applied over the lms with a Keithley
2400 SourceMeter® until a stable and reproducible voltage was
obtained. The measurements were conducted under ambient
conditions (T = 23 °C and R.H.% = 45.2 ± 14.1). The lm
conductivities were calculated using correction factors for nite
size.65

4.4.4 Cyclic voltammetry. The graphene and graphene–
CNC lms on non-conductive glass substrates and on ITO-
coated glass were electrochemically characterised with cyclic
voltammetry in a three-electrode electrochemical cell
(redox.me®) using a single junction Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl,
redox.me®) reference electrode and a Pt wire counter electrode
(redox.me®). The nominal exposure area of the characterised
electrodes was A = 1.0 cm2. The cyclic voltammograms were
recorded with a CompactStat potentiostat (Ivium Technologies,
The Netherlands). The redox measurements were carried out in
either 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 and 0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6 with 1.0 M
KNO3 or BG11 (ref. 48) as the background electrolyte or in
1.0 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 with 1.0 M KNO3 as the background
electrolyte using a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. Five potential cycles
were recorded for each experiment of which the last cycle is
shown. Prior to all CV measurements, the electrolyte solution
was purged with N2 gas for at least 15 min. The electrical
conductivity of the electrolyte solutions (BG11 and 1.0 M KNO3)
was measured with a Mettler Toledo F30 conductivity meter at
20 °C using LE703 conductivity probe (10 mS cm−1 to 200
mS cm−1).

4.5 Cell culture and growth conditions

We used the wild-type strain Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Syn-
echocystis) from the Howe Lab.66 Cultures were always grown in
30 ml batches of BG11 medium, pH 8.2 (ref. 48) at 30 °C under
continuous white light of 50 mmolphotons m

−2 s−1 with shaking
120 rpm. At the logarithmic growth phase, cells were harvested
and resuspended in fresh BG11 at OD750 of 0.1 for sub-culture.
Culture chlorophyll a concentration (nmolChl ml−1) was calcu-
lated from absorbances at 680 and 750 nm: (A680–A750) 10.814.67

All measurements were taken using a UV-1800 Spectropho-
tometer (Shimadzu). Cultures of early stationary phase cells at
OD750 of ca. 1 were concentrated by centrifugation at 6000g for
20 min, the supernatant removed, and the pellet resuspended
in fresh BG11 medium (pH 8.2) to a concentration of 600 nmol
Chl a ml−1.

4.6 Biophotoelectrochemical measurements

The photoelectrochemical measurements were performed in
a three-electrode electrochemical cell described above (Section
4.4.2) using the graphene and graphene–CNC lms as
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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electrodes coated with the biolm of Synechocystis. In a typical
experiment, 100 ml of 600 nmolChl a ml−1 was drop-cast onto the
spray-coated lms and le on the lab bench at room tempera-
ture and ca. 40–50% R.H. for either 2 or 17 h to allow cell
adhesion. If the humidity was outside the range of 40–50%
R.H., a desiccator was used to control the humidity under bio-
lm incubation. The cells were kept in the dark to minimise the
effects of any differences in light-treatment between replicates.
Unless otherwise stated, chronoamperometry experiments
without a mediator were performed at an applied potential of
0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl). Chronoamperometry experiments
with 1.0 mM potassium ferricyanide articial electron mediator
were performed at an applied potential of 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl,
respectively. All experiments were performed in 15 ml BG11
(pH 8.2)48 electrolyte solution. During chronoamperometry, the
cells were illuminated with a Modulight 2 programmable light
source (Ivium Technologies, The Netherlands) using a wave-
length of 660 nm and light intensity 100 mmolphotons m

−2 s−1.
The cyanobacterial cells on the electrode were illuminated from
above. Photocurrent proles were measured under six 5 min
light/5 min dark cycles and the nal three cycles were used for
analysis. To quantify the light-induced output, we measured the
photocurrent (current in light minus the current in dark) and
the photocharge (area under the current–time trace in light
minus the area in dark, each for a 5 min period) (Fig. 3c). The
calculated outputs were normalised to the nominal exposure
area of the electrode (1.0 cm2) that was covered with cells and
exposed to electrolyte and light to obtain densities.

4.7 Cell quantication

The Chl a content of the bio-loaded electrode was determined
by analysing the Chl a concentration in the electrolyte solution.
Aer chronoamperometry, the electrolyte solution was collected
from the electrochemical cell and stored frozen in the dark. The
sample was analysed aer maximum 3 days from collection by
diluting it in 90% (v/v) methanol followed by 1 h sonication and
3 min centrifugation at 12 000g. Aer centrifugation, the
supernatant was analysed by UV-vis spectroscopy to determine
the Chl a concentration. The extinction coefficient of Chl a at
665.0 nm in 90% (v/v) methanol containing also DCBQ, ferri-
cyanide and BG11 was determined to be 222.7 [molChl a]

−1

dm3 cm−1 (Fig. S9†).

4.8 Scanning electron microscopy

Cells were loaded onto graphene electrodes and le for a set
amount of time under darkness as per the protocol for photo-
electrochemistry. The electrochemical chamber was lled with
BG11 electrolyte, which was then gently decanted to rinse the
loaded electrodes of non-adherent cells. The loaded electrodes
were dried in room conditions, completely dried in a plasma
cleaner and stored in a desiccator until imaging. The loaded
electrodes were mounted on aluminium stubs with copper tape
and coated with 10 nm platinum using a Quorum Q150V ES+
sputter coater. The sample was stored in a desiccator until
imaged using a Apreo Scanning Electron Microscope (Thermo
Fisher) with a 2 kV beam acceleration.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
4.9 Statistical analysis

Results are presented as the mean of at least three replicates,
and errors are the standard error of the mean. Where experi-
ments involve living cells, replicates are biological not just
technical replicates. Different treatments were compared by
Student's t-test and P values are analysed as not statistically
signicant (n.s.) > 0.05, or statistically signicant: * < 0.05, ** <
0.01, *** < 0.001.
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